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Cornelia Clutterbuck’s ScrapBook Diary : 1945-46

The Record of 102 Relief Section (Scouts)
Compiled from the original by Harold Beck

FOREWORD

In 1945 CM Clutterbuck, age 28, was Assistant District Commissioner (Cubs). She was a member of 102
Relief Section (Scouts), within SIRS (the Scout International Relief Service), which was attached to the
British Red Cross. On this basis 102 Section was trained and equipped with Army vehicles and crossed
the Channel to mainland Europe before the war in Europe had ended. She kept in two Scout books a
ScrapBook Diary of the Section’s service on the Continent.

The following is pasted inside the front cover of Scout Book 1:-
INTRODUCTION

This diary does not attempt to contain a complete record of the work undertaken
by 102 Relief Section, but is more in the nature of disconnected impressions of
the various experiences undergone by the team, jotted down as they occurred
during the trip.

The earlier portion is devoid of much detailed information owing to the fact that
strict censorship was in force until the cessation of hostilities.

In addition to her jottings, Cornelia Clutterbuck provided over 200 illustrations in the form of photos,
picture postcards, drawings (all but one by herself), documents, badges, maps, etc. Most of these were
pasted in at the time of writing but are not directly referred to the text. Many, however, were inserted
much later, no doubt when they became available, when time allowed or (as in the case of her Belsen
Pass) were no longer needed.

Cornelia wrote impersonally - the only names appearing in the text are limited to those of team members
in recording its composition or those leaving or joining. She was writing about the team and only rarely
uses the first person singular – for example she reports that CM Clutterbuck returned to England to
recover from ill-health and when she comments that only one of the original team members was left she
does not mention it was herself. However, she does mention the names of people other than team
members in the some of the illustrative material and she also conveys a sense of her personal interests in
her observations and illustrations of scenery, wildlife, lifestyle, buildings and other facets of the each
locality.

Some parts of the compilation are in the form of a précis of the original material, to which reference
should be made for the details.

The ScrapBook Diary was written in 10 Chapters covering:-

In re-presenting them in the form of a narrative summary, opportunity has been taken to bring ‘out of
place’ illustrations into the Chapters to which they refer. Where appropriate, images of illustrations have
been enhanced..

Book 1 1 Training 4 VE Day & After

2 In Transit 5 Into Germany

3 On The Job 6 Fresh Ventures

Book 2 7 Promotion 9 The Beginning of the End

8 The Second Year 10 Finale
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Scout Book 1 : Crusaders of 1945 – Part 1

1 TRAINING

Cornelia started her account with “War is an evil, the greatest evil ever produced in the world, but every
evil provides opportunities for doing good. The Scouts were not slow to see the chances that the misery
and destitution resulting from the ravages of war provided great scope for tangible expression of the
ideals they have always stood for. So the Scout International Relief Service was formed and teams of
Scouters were despatched to various areas of the war-stricken world”.

She considered herself lucky to be included in the second team destined for North West Europe and after
many weeks of waiting she joined up with the other members of the team of twelve for training.

The team was representative of the Scouters of Britain, coming from all parts of the United Kingdom and
speaking a variety of broad dialects. The team was also representative of nearly every Scout rank from
Rover Scout and ACM to ADC. Their civilian jobs included coal mining, freelance photography, school
teaching and dispensing and the majority had seen war service varying from RASC, WLA, NFS, CD to
Home Guard. Cornelia had been in the Fire Service.

Training was in Gilwell House (a Scout facility near where now the M11 meets the M25). Its dilapidated
state after 5 years of Army use and with V2 rockets falling on London mirrored somewhat the conditions
the section expected to work in later on. The section was further acclimatised to possible future
conditions by driving vehicles on all kinds of indifferent road surfaces. The members also went to
London for lectures on the kind of work they would be doing and the conditions they might meet. There
were also shopping expeditions to try and get the necessary equipment to enable them to cope with any
emergency that might arise. In between these activities the team prepared their own meals food and
looked after their clothes.

When the time came to move the team attended a Farewell Lunch in their honour at IHQ (Salvation
Army?) and there was a Service of Dedication in a small crypt chapel at Roland House, Stepney.

2 IN TRANSIT

102 Section was part of a Spearhead made up by British Red Cross Society and the Order of St. John
which consisted, besides their own and the Scout teams, contingents from the Salvation Army (SA),
Quakers Relief Service and Guides International Service (GIS).

When the day of departure arrived, London traffic was stopped for the long convoy of Spearhead vehicles
on their way to a port. The convoy was halted shortly before arrival for men & women, drivers and
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passengers to be segregated and sent to different places for the night. The next day, after waiting many
hours, the convoy embarked on an uncomfortable but calm and uneventful overnight crossing, arriving at
a Belgian port, at which many of the team set foot on foreign soil for the first time. (A postcard of an
Ostende church is inserted at this point).

The convoy reformed and went about eight miles to what had been a fashionable seaside resort. Here the
whole Spearhead operation spent two weeks billeted in two hotels, living under much the same conditions
as had the Scout team at Gilwell, attending lectures from people who had been actively engaged in Relief
Work, exploring something of the country around and taking part in social activities in the neighbouring
service clubs & canteens.

102 Section then went with SA & GIS teams through peaceful
countryside to Brussels. The journey was on a Sunday morning and
there was a remarkably peaceful spirit about the countryside, with the
population in their best clothes going to and from church services.

In Brussels the men were again separated from the women, who were
sent for the night to requisitioned luxury hotels. Some of the team
attended a Church of England Evensong in the Garrison Church.

The next day, 102 Section separated from the other teams and drove across
Belgium and most of Holland. It was surprising to find little sign of war
damage and the excellent condition of roads after recent fighting but most of
the bridges had been blown up and replaced by temporary structures. The
roads were crowded with convoys going to and from the front, and consisting
of every imaginable type of service vehicle.

When darkness fell the team was still on the road and uncertain about its exact destination. As a result,
after making fruitless enquiries and receiving warmth and refreshment from the Army, the team spent the
night in their vehicles. When morning came they found they were very close to their new home and they
were able to arrive in time for a hearty breakfast. So began 102 Section’s sojourn in Holland.

3 ON THE JOB

Nijmegen (Hees) : 13th March - 30th April 1945

Before leaving England the team was told to “Expect the worst but hope for the best”. This proved very
sound advice. Probably all were pleasantly surprised by the civilised surroundings in which they found
themselves.

The team’s new ‘home;’ was a large, modern Dominican College which though still occasionally under
shellfire was in good condition with luxuries such as electricity and hot water. In addition to monks, their
students and nuns, from two different orders, there were British, Canadian and Dutch Army officers and
men, Dutch medical staff, interpreters, a VHK unit resembling a female edition of the French Foreign
Legion and a British Red Cross Mobile Bath & Laundry Unit.

There were also at any one time up to 700 refugees or Displaced Persons (DPs) of many nationalities who
had been deported to work in Germany and were being moved back to their own countries as they became
liberated. The DPs were cheerful, well fed and well clothed but some were still in a dirty and lousy state.

102 Section learned much from the 1st Scout Relief team which had been at the College for some time
and was largely responsible for setting up the organisation necessary to cope with the DPs. When a new
consignment of DPs arrived they were thoroughly dusted with anti-louse powder then sent for
Registration and Security Interrogation after which they were thoroughly medically examined and, except
for all young babies and sick persons who were sent to the small hospital in the College, passed back to
102 Section for feeding and sleeping. Hot food was obtained from a communal kitchen in the town while
other food was prepared in the College refectory. Blankets used by DPs were taken to the town each
morning for cleaning.

102 Section found that their greatest problem with the DPs, who were largely peasants or agricultural
workers, was the variety of languages spoken – nevertheless, one way or another, communication was
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established. Parents and children were very devoted to one another and it seemed that their exile had
strengthened family ties. It was a delight for the team to see the DP’s joy and enthusiasm when they
performed their national songs and dances.

During slack periods the team went out and got to know Dutch life and
countryside. They found sanitary arrangements were very primitive,
noticed the large number of priests and religious orders there were
around and that wooden shoes were still commonly worn. It was
arranged that most of the team could, as part of their duties, journey in a
vehicle into the countryside, some such runs being over the German
frontier into territory which had only recently been fought over and
showing definite signs of bombardment and air attacks.

Some of the team were pleased that the 49th

(West Riding) Infantry Division had
obtained in the local town’s protestant
church the use of a room roughly furnished
as a church for their services. After
members of the team had been to the
services they felt more strongly than ever
that it is not the surroundings alone that produce the atmosphere required for
worship, but the attitude of the worshippers. They were convinced that “there
must be something very vital in religion if so many men, in the middle of
uncertainty of active service can enter with such sincerity into simple services
of praise and intercession”. The team were also able, with some reservations,
to share with the forces in their entertainments at the local cinemas, which had
been taken over as Garrison Theatres.

The team were brought back to the reality of war with a jolt by the sight of graves with white wooden
crosses scattered around the countryside and in the public gardens of towns. Cornelia goes on to describe
clothing, landscape, churches, buildings and behaviour, comparing them especially with England.

Dutch people in a consignment of DPs could be distinguished by orange items of clothing. The Dutch
kept up a spirit of internationalism, as was evident when flags were flown at half mast as a tribute to
America on the death of President Roosevelt.

Less than a month after 102 Section arrived, the first Scout team and other teams were moved out, the
Dutch Repatriation organisation moved in and took over all the jobs performed by 102 except the
transport of personnel and equipment in its vehicles and the distribution to the DPs of garments sent by
the American Red Cross.

Cornelia writes that “We never cease to wonder at the tremendous amount of service transport moving
endlessly, day and night, up and down the various routes to the front”. 102 Section really felt part of the
war effort being so near the front what with the continual convoys of vehicles, processions of aircraft, ack
ack guns and searchlights. The sights and sounds of guns at night reminded them of the London blitz
except that this time we had the initiative.

Cornelia then describes the variety of birds and other wildlife at the College. She also describes the
interest taken in them as six English women, the first to come so far on the continent during the war
years. They were waved at, there was cat-calling by soldiers, being pointed at by civilians and scrutiny
by ragged children who felt the texture of their uniforms. Even though they wore Union Jacks on their
shoulders people doubted that they were really British.

At this point Cornelia writes about encounters with Scouts. “The Scout signs on our
vehicles and the Tenderfoot badges on our battledresses acted as a magnet, drawing
Scouts, Scouters and Old Scouts to us in all the most unlikely places. Everywhere we
went Scouts . . . . . greeted us with salutes and hearty handshakes”. Some of the team
joined a club run by local Scouts for Servicemen and met Scouts from all parts of the UK
and from the Colonies. There were visits to local Troops and a camp fire was attended by
Scouts living or stationed locally. A St. George’s flag-breaking ceremony was the first
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big public parade since the liberation. Both Dutch and British flags were broken and National Anthems
sung, a message from the Chief Scout of Holland was read and all were presented with a red tulip. In the
evening a camp fire was held in which the ceremonies were more solemn than usual.

4 VE DAY & AFTER

Nijmegen (Hatert): 1st May – 17th May 1945

102 Section was moved a short distance from what they regarded as enforced leisure in luxury at the
College to huts in an exposed camp still under construction.

VE day came a week later and with it a flow of Prisoners of War (PoWs). Gas
masks and steel helmets were handed in. The team had the task of feeding the
men on arrival in the evening and giving them another meal before they set out
on the next stage of their homeward journeys.

Orders were then received to report to The Hague. The journey took them through the dead town of
Arnhem and freed villages. They were not expected at The Hague and had to continue, hungry, to
Rotterdam (18th May 1945). Again they were not expected and with considerable difficulty obtained
billets and food for the night.

Gorinchem : 19th May – 25th May 1945

The journey continued, first to Dordrecht then to Gorinchem where the team was given a large empty
house for their quarters – but they still had not been given any work to do. After harrowing stories of
conditions in North Holland it was a surprise to find that although there were some privations (for
example public utility services were at least greatly curtailed), crops and cattle were thriving and the
people, though thin, were well dressed. In the towns the majority of the population seemed to be loafing
idly in the streets and their greatest demand seemed to be for cigarettes for which numerous valuables
were offered in exchange. A balanced diet was not possible on the food available, there was no rationing
or distribution system in operation and schools were closed though lack of fuel.

The Allies were providing food but the population wanted to distribute it themselves so there was no
obvious job for the team. During a week in which the team made many enquiries about work for them to
do, six young women who had associated with the Germans were sent under an armed guard to the team’s
quarters to clean up the filth left by the Germans.

Schiedam : 26th May – 3rd July 1945

At the end of the week the team journeyed to Schiedam where again they were given quarters but were
not allocated work. En route they passed through a vast dump of confiscated German equipment and
animals, together with civilian articles looted from the local population, being sorted by German prisoners
under the supervision of the Canadians.

After four days there was another move as the local authorities wished to adapt their billet as a Home for
local children whose lives and homes had been upset by the war and to use the team, with the army’s
help, to transport furniture for its equipment. The team moved to two modern villas in the town but had
to queue to draw rations, suffering intense curiosity and badgering for cigarettes from the inhabitants as
well as to do their own cooking while they went out on sorties for the equipment. It was good to collect
what was needed from the lavishly and luxuriously equipped German stronghold on the island of
Rozenburg, with its hospitals, playing fields, massive fortifications and heavy guns. The modern roads
over which the team travelled and the modern factories and flats were in stark contrast with the primitive
methods of agriculture. The team saw launch sites of the V1 & V2 weapons and the devastated areas
where they crashed on takeoff. Some of the team met two English women, married to Dutchmen, who
extended them hospitality.

In addition to furniture and equipment from the island, 102 Section was able to
obtain for the Childrens Home much-needed clothing, shoes and toilet requisites
from the Red Cross. In recognition of the part they played and as a tribute to
Scouting the Home was called Rowallan House.

The team then drove for 2 days across Holland and crossed the frontier into Germany.
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5 INTO GERMANY

Belsen : 5th July - 14th September 1945

The team found that over the border the roads were vastly inferior and civilians ignored them or looked
with scorn or contempt. The intensely cultivated countryside, which Cornelia describes at length,
contrasted sharply with the bomb damaged towns and cities. After an overnight stop at Osnabrük (4th
July 1945) the journey continued on to Belsen. Thus began 102 Section’s service in Germany.

The Belsen Extermination Camp had been burned down and its survivors and thousands of other DPs
were being housed nearby in what had been a Panzer training camp. They were of many nationalities and
wandered around in clothes ranging from national costumes to fashionable garments requisitioned from
German factories and shops and sent by American Red Cross.

Practically every branch of the British Army had a presence at the camp and there were other Red Cross
teams were helping the DPs. Most of immediate relief work had already been done - the Concentration
Camp survivors had been cleaned, clothed, fed and received medical attention; the dead (10000 when the
camp was liberated and 15000 had since died) had received a Christian burial.

102 Section found themselves housed in fairly
civilised billets and were glad that they were to feed
in the British Red Cross Mess. The team were
allocated various duties. One of the women started
work at the Childrens Hospital - all of the patients
suffered from skin diseases and most were either
recovering from Typhus or were victims of
Tuberculosis. Though pathetic, these children were
cheerful and were regaining their childish
trustfulness. Others were living skeletons hanging
on to a life which had been nothing but horror and
suffering. Cornelia writes “The sight of these
children made one unspeakably angry at the
unbelievable brutality which had led to their
condition”.

Two more women members of the team were Ambulance Drivers, transporting out-patients from their
billets to Doctors, Dentists, X-Ray and other Departments. Another woman in the team worked at
‘Harrods’, the central clothing store, issuing garments which the DPs quickly altered so that they
presented a tasteful and stylish appearance, further improved by the issue of cosmetics and by the skilful
hands of the DP hairdressers. Other work undertaken by the team was helping DPs regain self-
confidence so that they could take their places naturally, as free citizens, when they returned to their own
cities.
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The men of the team worked on transport, driving parties of DPs each day to other
camps where they could enquire for news of those they loved. Others jobs
undertaken by the team were Quartermaster of the Red Cross Welfare Department
and Assistant Finance Officer, who helped inaugurate a scheme for paying DPs
working in the camp.

Entertainment such as film shows was provided and the DPs, some of whom were
professional artists, were encouraged to put on their own concerts and shows.
This they did to the enjoyment of all. The team grew to admire the unconquerable
spirit of the DPs, which had brought them so far through unutterable cruelties and
privations, and although the relief work was distressing they felt it a tremendous
privilege to be taking part.

Soon there were major changes in 102 Section and in its duties. Patients in the childrens hospital were
taken to Sweden for treatment under the Swedish Red Cross and the hospital staff travelled with them as
far as Lűbeck. Also, the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) was in the
process of taking over Welfare Administration of the camp from the Red Cross. There was no suitable
posting available for the team and few duties to perform at Belsen so opportunity was taken to learn more
about the German country and its inhabitant and of the effects of war damage and the subsequent
conditions. During this period there were changes to the team and Cornelia returned to England for
treatment following ill-health. The others returned in twos for their 12-day leave.

6 FRESH VENTURES.

Fallingbostel : 16th September - 9th December 1945

In due course the team was moved about 14 miles to Fallingbostel where some 25000 DPs, mostly
Christian Poles, manual workers who had been working as forced labour for the Germans, lived under
similar conditions to Belsen. There were also a large number of ex-POW Polish servicemen. Language
difficulties were much greater than at Belsen as most of the DPs spoke only Polish. The Polish eagle was
to be seen everywhere. The forced-labour DPs had lived in families during their exile so there were large
numbers of children in the camp. Their assortment of clothing and hairstyles was a source of amusement.

102 Section, along with a Guide team, were now working in conjunction with UNRRA, sharing their
Mess and for a while their accommodation.

Two of the women of 102 Section set up a feeding centre for more than
600 school-age children and another supervised a home for 20 to 30
orphans. Another of the women together with one of the men was
involved in the organisation and administration of an MI(?) room. One
more of the women started a playcentre for toddlers and organised a
handwork class to provide the children with toys and other equipment.
“Clutterbuck had by this time returned from sick leave”.

Wood was used for cooking and heating stoves so men were constantly seen working on fir and birch
trunks and neatly stacking heaps of chopped wood. There was a Grimms Fairy Tales look to the village.

Some members of 102 Section were lucky enough to attend the Belsen trials at Luneburg “whereby those
responsible for so much cruelty and brutality were tried in accordance with traditional British justice".
Hamburg, with its acres and acres of devastated buildings resulting from RAF raids, was also visited.

At last 102 Section felt appreciated by those around them – the Army put the name of the Scout team on
its official sign boards, the Padre who officiated at the services the team attended called on them and
UNRRA gave a party for the Scout and Guide teams before the Guides moved away.

Cornelia recounts a number of interesting and amusing incidents, including a touching tribute to England
when the Poles renamed the streets of a village they had taken over – they called the small central square
Churchilla Place. On an occasion when the team went to see the children have tea in the communal
kitchen, a man impersonating St. Nicholas distributed packets of sweets and slices of cake to 400 eager
young people. A few of the Poles the team worked with were invited to tea and there was much
enjoyment in hearing them sing their national songs and in playing games.
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Communion services were held in the Padre’s office in a local village and other services were held in
Lutheran Churches, which were decorated in a style reminiscent of places of entertainment rather than
worship. The camp church, which was in an adapted kitchen, was most reverently equipped with home-
made furnishings.

There were during this period a number of changes to the team.

Scout Book 2 : Crusaders of 1945 – Part 2

7 PROMOTION

Luneburg : 10th December 1945 – 19th March 1946

The next move was to Luneburg to carry out more specialised and responsible work than before – the
administration of a hospital for 250 DPs with functions including Hospital Director, Matron,
Quartermaster, Welfare Officer, Medical Supplies Officer (allocating drugs to 5 other hospitals) and
Liaison Officer (who acted as a link with the Military Government Officers). At first the team had a poor
billet but soon they had very civilised accommodation in which they were being well looked after by
German staff so they were free to devote all their time to their duties.

A helpful addition was a staff car provided to take them to and from the hospital. The team now had a
more normal way of life and something of the spirit of adventure and surprise had to a great extent been
lost.

Christmas came soon after the team arrived and they packed
parcels of comforts to distribute to patients and staff on Christmas
Eve in traditional style by Father Christmas. Each ward had a
Christmas tree beautifully decorated by the patients. A Polish
priest celebrated Christmas Mass in the hospital.

A Christmas message was received
from Corps Commander BG Horrocks
and the Scout unit went to an English
service in the St. Nikolai Garrison
Church. This was followed by a music
recital by English and German
performers to a packed audience of both
nationalities. The team enjoyed
excellent Christmas meals and although
food was short the Germans also
celebrated Christmas and in addition
had a holiday on New Years Day.

Following an assault on an English soldier, a 4pm to 7am curfew was imposed on inhabitants so when
going off duty in the evenings the team found it was like going through a deserted city. Luneburg was an
interesting old city which the team enjoyed exploring in what little leisure time they had. Dangers at
level crossings were a cause of considerable concern. The use of pillars to display advertisements less
blatantly than in England was noted with approval. Cornelia was also interested in the step gabled feature
of houses.

As a result of team changes only three of the original unit remained.
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8 THE SECOND YEAR

The days at the hospital were busy and the work, which appeared to be appreciated by both patients and
staff, was interesting. German nurses and other German staff were conscientious and hard-working and
really sympathetic to those under their care – in contrast to the majority of DP members of staff.

The hospital building was an adapted orphanage with small rooms so that the largest ward contained only
12 beds. In spite of its size the hospital catered for practically every case - there were medical and
surgical wards for men & women and wards for maternity cases, T.B. patients and children.

Many of the patients were convalescent but not fit enough for the privations of camp life so many were
seen in the corridors in their pyjamas. After the hardships DPs had gone through minimum discipline was
enforced; visitors were allowed daily and came in large numbers from neighbouring camps. The Welfare
Officer arranged competitions in making toys, playing chess and writing essays to help patients to pass
the time. There were some cold spells but everybody was ready for them. The team envied the civilians
their snug ear flaps, fur collars and warm muffs.

DPs on the whole were a lawless community, probably due to their long subjection, and there were
incidents such as a large stock of cigarettes and other goods being stolen from the hospital’s Welfare
Store leading to an investigation by German police in which everyones’ fingerprints were taken. On
another occasion Police came to the hospital and bore off to jail a patient who had evaded the curfew.

Contact was made with other Scouters stationed locally, resulting first in meeting with four British
soldiers, a Dutch interpreter, a Canadian DP and others. A programme of weekly meetings ensued, with
talks on topics of interest and discussions on various aspects of Troop Scouting. Then, on February 22nd,
1946, Thinking Day, eight of the team drove over 20 miles through a snow storm to attend a party for
Latvian Scouts, Cubs, Guides and Brownies in a DP camp. The visit, which ended in a snowball fight,
was enjoyed by all.

On another day some of the team went for a long walk over snow-
covered Luneburg Heath to visit the historic spot where Field
Marshall Montgomery had received the unconditional surrender of
the German forces. Luneburg Heath had been intensively used for
army training so there were many enormous camps with barrack
blocks which provided excellent accommodation for DPs. Some of
the older blocks had British Coats of Arms, a relic from when the
King of England was also Elector of Hannover.

After 11 weeks the hospital was closed to make way for the Army and the unit had the task of moving
patients, stores and equipment to other hospitals and dismissing the staff. The team was disappointed that
its work at the Hospital had finished as it was the most satisfying job it had yet undertaken.
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9 THE BEGINNING OF THE END

Bomlitz : 20th March – 28th July 1946

102 Section was then moved back to the familiar surroundings of Bomlitz to take over a hospital which
had been run by the Polish Army for the sick from the DP camp at Fallingbostel. The days of the
hospital’s existence were already numbered, which made the task of the team more difficult – it
demoralised the staff and made it impossible to inaugurate any system of reorganisation or improvement.
DPs were urged to return to their own countries but many preferred the comfort of free food, clothing and
accommodation and were discouraged by stories of the hostile reception of those who had returned, many
of whom had been collaborators working voluntarily for the Germans.

Some of the team had opportunities to visit places such as Oldenburg & Bremen. Bremen was occupied
by American Forces and their lavishness was demonstrated by the availability of free coffee and iced
cakes from American Red Cross Club.

Members of the team attended a Passiontide music recital of great quality in a small German
church and, by invitation, an Easter Eve Polish Catholic service. Their own Easter Day
communion was in a small chapel made in the cellar below a YMCA canteen.

At this point three members of the team, GE Crane, FJH Saunders and H. Faulkner returned home and
replacements were obtained for two worn out ambulances and a truck. Also No.3 Section moved to
Sottrum which was only an hour’s drive away, so the two Sections were able to visit each other, which to
reduce the sense of isolation.
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The relationship with the hospital staff was not as good as at Luneburg but the team worked hard to
improve it, for example by inviting Polish officers and their wives to a Supper. Most of the time of the
team was devoted to administrative duties but the Section Leader also gave English lessons to the staff
and their families. A 20-minute walk through pine woods from billet to hospital was a pleasant form of
exercise and recreation.

There was a forcible reminder of the result of the war when a German orchestra played the British
National Anthem at the end of a concert and the artistes who had been providing the entertainment stood
in sullen silence. The team wondered if British artistes would have done the same had the positions been
reversed.

The warning that the hospital was to be closed did not materialise and after three months the team still
found themselves with the same number of patients. Transporting patients to specialist hospitals enabled
visits to be made to fresh places, e.g. Hamelin, Harz Mountains, Bad Pyrmont (like Bath or Tunbridge
Wells).

There were a number of noteworthy differences between Germany and England, for example in the way
families worked in the fields, noticeably now with younger men than hitherto, in the preparation of food
and the utensils in which it was cooked and the numerous public holidays. The DPs expected to have
German and English holidays in addition to their own national days and church festivals.

During this phase REJ Boardman departed and BL Boast, one of the three original SIRS members, joined
the team for a short time.

10 FINALE

After 3½ months of rather monotonous routine work there was a sudden and great change. The chief
Polish doctor bypassed official channels by going to Poland, obtaining the use of a building and returning
with an empty ambulance train. Exhausting preparations for the return journey of the train included the
obtaining of 1½ tons of ice from Hannover for keeping penicillin and food in good condition. Relief
workers had to act as policemen to prevent - not very successfully - more equipment being taken by the
Poles than they were entitled to. The Officers held a farewell party in the railway siding with much
drinking of Polish Vodka and the exchanging of good wishes in Polish and English. A week after it
arrived the train left for Poland with 550 hospital staff, patients and relatives together with stores and
equipment.
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The next few weeks, during which BL Board left the team and FC Wallis joined, were an anti-climax
after the hustle and excitement of the repatriation. The hospital was left with about 60 patients who had
to be transferred to other hospitals. A handful of Polish workers and the German staff had to clear up the
hospital and account for all that was left.

The close relationship which had developed between the Bomlitz DP hospital and a neighbouring military
hospital (PWX) for Polish ex-prisoners of war now came into play. 102 Section wanted to do all it could
to set the PWX hospital on a sound footing before its departure for home - with the considerable
reduction in the number of DPs in Germany, Scout HQ had decided to withdraw the Section when its
present job was completed. The team arranged that the PWX hospital should keep the best of the German
nursing and domestic staff of the two hospitals, that they had adequate stores and had vehicles for their
own use when they could not rely on the team’s. The bulk of the remaining stock of Red Cross clothing
and other stores was handed over to No.3 Section. “ . . . . . only one of the original members remained to
help check the equipment we had had from the start, before it was handed in”. Two members of 102
Section, JM Trout and PJM Glassock stayed on to supervise the running of the PWX Hospital.

Details of the return journey are not given but the coat of arms of Calais is pasted in and apparently there
was an opportunity to re-visit Belsen, which had become an all-Jewish camp, Fallingbostel, which was
empty and deserted, Luneburg and Celle. Cornelia ends the text with:-

There was no triumphal return journey, none of the romance and excitement that
had surrounded our setting forth. Europe was at peace. British women, both in
the services and in civilian organisations were to be seen everywhere, about their
duties with the Army of Occupation, and travelling arrangements were run
according to normal service methods.

The eighteen months had been a period of wide and varied experience for the
members of the section and it was to be hoped that the jobs they had undertaken
were of some value in helping to bring order and security out of the chaos and
suffering brought by the war.

POSTSCRIPT

Six months after 102 Team returned from its Mission, Cornelia received a letter of thanks from the Chief
Scout:-

Harold Beck
May 2014


